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this license gives you, the licensee, the right to use
this software for scientific research purposes only.

this license is subject to the terms and conditions of
the gnu free documentation license, version 1.1 or
any later version. you may distribute this software

accompanied by documentation included in the
original release. you may copy and distribute this
software or documentation without any fee. if you

redistribute this software, you must make the entire
registry available to your users. you may not charge

any fee for the use of this software. real-time
bucketing - browser-based real-time bucketing for

all sessions - browser-based real-time bucketing for
all sessions - browser-based real-time bucketing for
all sessions this extension to the visitor's script in

the google analytics dashboard provides a real time
look at trends of your visitors in google analytics.
you can choose from one of the "buckets" for your

visitors. the scripts uses the ga real-time api and do
not require you to visit another site with a web-

console. more information image registration is a
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simple open source image registration tool that
allows you to align multiple images. it can be easily
used with photoshop, coreldraw, gimp, photobooth,

irfanview, and other graphic software that allows
you to quickly align and display multiple images.
applications include measuring and plotting data
that is gathered using the contourtrack sonar and

tracker modules. this plotter can either be used as a
stand-alone model or with multiple measurement
modules, and it can be attached to the dj-500s or
dj-500sce if you wish to connect it to a laptop or
notebook to build a holoeye (external sonar; see
www.musechanger.com for details). this plotter
includes two sharpened hulls (or hulls that have

been sharpened by the manufacturer) and several
slabs. you can measure the thickness of the hulls
and slabs in (approximately) two different modes.
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